At Logitech, we are curious lifelong learners, constantly questioning and inventing. We are relentless in our pursuit of tools that make an impact. This passion drives us every day to design innovative products that create transformational and accessible experiences for students, teachers, and schools. Supporting education is inherent to our mission as we know that today’s students are tomorrow’s inventors.

WELCOME TO THE LEARNING ZONE

The new ZONE LEARN wired headset is optimized for younger learners with the right micro-adjustable fit and optimal sound quality for students to engage in deeper, more sustained focus. It has swappable and upgradable earpads and cables to allow for longer life, less waste, and more cost savings. Logitech partnered with 100+ students, educators, and tech directors to develop this product to meet their specific needs.

MEET ZONE LEARN

SUSTAINED COMFORT & FIT
Includes choice of leatherette pads (swappable on-ear or over-ear), ultra-soft headband comfort layer, even weight distribution, and articulating ear cups that move in all directions.

OPTIMAL SIZING
Micro-adjustable slider arms allow for an optimal fit, especially for smaller head sizes; the headset stays in an optimal position so students can focus on learning.

IDEAL FOR ESL/ELL LEARNING
Audio drivers tuned for voice clarity rather than music; optimal for digital learning applications such as lessons that involve speaking; applications include reading, testing, ESL/ELL, and other language learning.

TUNED FOR SPEAKING
Rigid boom mic is designed for strong pickup and vocal clarity with gasket, noise-suppression filter and 120-degree rotation.

THREE DECADES OF AUDIO EXPERIENCE
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Children require sound to be 300% louder than background noise, otherwise learning loss can occur.\(^1\)

Students in sound-amplified classrooms scored an average of 35 percent higher on the Dynamic Indicators of Early Literacy Skills.\(^3\)

### ZONE LEARN FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

| DIMENSIONS (H×W×L) | On-ear headset (no cables): 156 x 190 x 67 mm  
|                   | Over-ear headset (no cables): 165 x 190 x 82 mm  
| WEIGHT            | On-ear headset weight (no cables): 154.5 g  
|                   | Over-ear headset weight (no cables): 192 g  
|                   | 3.5 mm AUX cable weight: 17.5 g  
|                   | USB-C cable weight: 19.5 g  
|                   | USB-A cable weight: 22 g  
| COMPATIBILITY     | Works with devices that feature a 3.5 mm AUX, USB-A and USB-C and most operating systems and conference platforms.  
| COMFORT & FIT     | Padded PU leatherette earpads and headband comfort layer  
|                   | Micro-articulating ear cups and adjustable slider arms  
|                   | Even weight distribution and balanced clamping force  
| LISTENING EXPERIENCE | 32 mm driver prioritizing speech intelligibility and learning applications  
|                   | EN 50552 Compliant  
|                   | Over-ear variant maximizes noise isolation for focused experience  
|                   | On-ear variant balances noise isolation with external awareness  
| SPEAKING EXPERIENCE | Rigid, stowable boom mic with 120º rotation  
|                   | Omni-directional pickup with gasket & noise suppressing filter  
| PROTECTION & DURABILITY | MIL-STD-810G drop certified up to 4ft (1.2 m), reinforced subassemblies  
| EASE OF USE & MANAGEMENT | 4.3' cable length with easy-assist plug-in and cable clip for storage and swappable & upgradable ear pads and cables with hidden twist and lock design  
| WARRANTY          | 3-year warranty on the headset, 3-months on accessories  
| PACKAGING & DEPLOYMENT | Reusable education packaging designed for fast unboxing and quick scanning of products without the need to remove each item  
|                   | Scannable serial number and support link on product  
| PART NO.          | On-ear 3.5 mm: 981-001372, On-ear USB-C: 981-001367  
|                   | Over-ear 3.5 mm: 981-001389, Over-ear USB-C: 981-001383  

### WHY IT MATTERS

For ages 8 - 10, high ambient noise leads to ‘significantly worse’ standardized test results after accounting for variables.\(^2\)

Students in sound-amplified classrooms scored an average of 35 percent higher on the Dynamic Indicators of Early Literacy Skills.\(^3\)

---

\(^1\) Moore, R. E., Ph.D. (n.d.). A Comparison of Acceptable Noise Levels in Children and Adults [PPT]. Mobile: University of South Alabama.


\(^3\) Cherilus, L. Oregon research study 2004.